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ABSTRACT
The prediction of pairing between microRNAs
(miRNAs) and the miRNA recognition elements
(MREs) on mRNAs is expected to be an important
tool for understanding gene regulation. Here, we
show that mRNAs that contain Pumilio recognition
elements (PRE) in the proximity of predicted
miRNA-binding sites are more likely to form stable
secondary structures within their 30-UTR, and we
demonstrated using a PUM1 and PUM2 double
knockdown that Pumilio proteins are general regu-
lators of miRNA accessibility. On the basis of these
findings, we developed a computational method for
predicting miRNA targets that accounts for the
presence of PRE in the proximity of seed-match
sequences within poorly accessible structures.
Moreover, we implement the miRNA-MRE duplex
pairing as a two-step model, which better fits the
available structural data. This algorithm, called
MREdictor, allows for the identification of miRNA
targets in poorly accessible regions and is not
restricted to a perfect seed-match; these features
are not present in other computational prediction
methods.
INTRODUCTION
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 21–22 nt endogenous RNAs
that direct the post-transcriptional repression of protein-
coding genes by imperfect pairing to miRNA recognition
elements (MREs) within their transcripts. Their deep in-
volvement in physiological and pathological processes
makes the understanding of the mechanisms by which
miRNA select their targets a major challenge.
A conserved Watson–Crick pairing to the bases 2–8 of
the miRNA’s 50 region, which is also called the miRNA
seed (1–6), is crucial for miRNA targeting. This relation-
ship is confirmed by the strong conservation that is
observed for 7mer that are complementary to the seed
region within protein-coding genes’ 30-UTRs (7–9) as
well from motif-enrichment analysis performed on top
downregulated genes on ectopic expression of miRNAs
(10–12). Crystallographic analysis of Argonaute (Ago)
proteins in complex with miRNAs provided a structural
explanation by showing that the bases of the seed are
uniquely constrained in a conformation that makes them
solvent accessible and primed for miRNA pairing nucle-
ation (1,2–6,13). However, a perfect match of the seed
sequence is not always functional nor does it lead to
similar repression activity. Other determinants that must
be involved in the effectiveness of miRNA-mediated
regulation have been described, such as functional
miRNA-MRE pairing in the absence of perfect seed com-
plementarity as well as non-functional pairing in the
presence of a perfect seed match (7–9,14,15).
Local target accessibility appears to play a key role
because a large fraction of validated MREs preferentially
reside outside of a 30-UTR’s stable secondary structure
(10–12,16,17), which is reflected by the local nucleotide
composition being skewed toward a higher AU content
(2,4,13). However, the prediction of the local accessibility
is a difficult task because the RNA secondary structure as
well as the formation of the duplex between miRNA and
mRNA are multifactorial events. Moreover, RNA-
binding proteins can regulate positively or negatively the
function of miRNA on specific mRNA by altering MRE
accessibility. HuR (ELAVL1) and DND1 have been
proven to antagonize miRNA binding, respectively, to
CAT-1 and p27 mRNAs (8,14,15). The human PUM1
has been shown to be required for the repression that is
mediated by miR-221/222 on p27 mRNA and to enhance
the activity of multiple E2F3 targeting miRNAs
(11,16,17). This feature appears to be conserved because
the Caenorhabditis elegans Pumilio homolog puf-9 is
required for the repression that is mediated by let-7 on
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the Hunchback homolog hbl-1 (2,4,18). PUF proteins rep-
resent a highly conserved family of ubiquitously expressed
RNA-binding proteins that play an important role in stem
cell maintenance, development and differentiation by
binding to conserved elements within target mRNA
30-UTR (8,19). An important feature of the PUF family
is the highly conserved C-terminal RNA-binding domain
termed the Pumilio homology domain (11,20), which
binds to a conserved 8 nt sequence UGUANAUA, called
the Pumilio Recognition Element (PRE) (1,3,5,6,21–23).
A genome-wide analysis has shown that the PRE is highly
enriched around predicted miRNA-binding sites (7,9,24).
Moreover, it has been recently shown that Pumilio
proteins can form a complex with Ago proteins and the
core elongation factor eEF1A to repress translational
elongation (10,12,25).
Here, we developed a highly sensitive computational
method for miRNA target prediction that accounts for
the role of PRE in the accessibility of miRNA as well as
the dynamics of the miRNA-MRE pairing, and the sites
that were predicted were validated experimentally.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequences and validated miRNA targets
The 30-UTRs sequences were obtained from UTRdb (26)
(Release 2010). To enable automatic retrieval of up-to-
date sequences, an object-oriented Perl module was
developed (available on request). miRNA sequences
were obtained from miRBase (27) (version 19), whereas
seed sequences for conserved miRNA families were taken
from a previous study (13).
Validated miRNA–MRE interactions (Supplementary
Tables S1 and S3) were obtained from previously
published data. The positive data set includes sites from
miRecords database(28), TarBase (29) and from individ-
ual studies (see references in Supplementary Tables S1 and
S3). The negative data set was obtained from previously
published data (30) and from individual studies (see refer-
ences in Supplementary Tables S1 and S3).
Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms
Whole-genome predictions were downloaded from the re-
spective sites for TargetScan (http://www.targetscan.org/
vert_61/vert_61_data_download), miRanda (http://cbio.
mskcc.org/microrna_data), PITA (http://genie.weizmann.
ac.il/pubs/mir07/catalogs for PITA 0/0 or http://genie.
weizmann.ac.il/pubs/mir07/catalogs for PITA 3/15),
TargetMiner (http://www.isical.ac.in/bioinfo_miu/
Genome_Wide_Target(Human).rar), MultiMiTar (http://
www.isical.ac.in/bioinfo_miu/multimitar-genomewide-
prediction.zip), MirTarget2 (http://mirdb.org/miRDB/
download/MirTarget2_v4.0_prediction_result.txt.gz) and
TargetSpy (http://www.targetspy.org/data/hsa_refseq_all.
gz). For each method, we calculated the numbers of pre-
dicted true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false posi-
tives (FP) and false negatives (FN). We then calculated the
standard performances comparison measures of sensitivity
[SN=TP/(TP+FN)], specificity [SPC=TN/(TN+FP)],
accuracy [ACC=(TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN)] and
Matthews Correlation Coefficient {MCC=[TP*TN –
FP*FN]/sqrt[(TP+FP)*(TP+FN)*(TN+FP)*(TN+
FN)]}.
miRNAs targeting determinants computation
For each validated MRE in our training data set
(Supplementary Table S2), we computed duplex free
energy (Gduplex), duplex loop position and class, target
site accessibility (Gaccess), seed-match accessibility
(Gseed), free energy gain (G) and the local AU
content.
All of the energy-related features were calculated using
the ViennaRNA Package 2.0 (31) API.
Gaccess is calculated as the difference between the G
of the ensemble of 30-UTR structures and the G of the
structures ensemble in which a constraint is imposed to
make the nucleotide positions between 15 nt upstream and
3 nt downstream of the seed-match unpaired, whereas
G corresponds to the difference between Gduplex
and Gaccess (10).
Duplex loop position and class were computed as pre-
viously described (32).
Constructs design and cloning
A window of 200 bases centered on REST and Sirt1, and
DDX58-predicted MREs were amplified from HEK293
FT genomic DNA and cloned into a pMIR-Report
(Invitrogen, cat. AM5795) vector, within SpeI and
HindIII restriction sites. Each construct was verified by
sequencing.
Cell cultures, transfection and Luciferase assay
HEK293 cells (Invitrogen) were maintained in Dulbecco
Modified Eagle Medium, supplemented with 10% Fetal
Bovine Serum, 1% Pen-Strep and 1% Sodium Pyruvate.
For the luciferase assays, 3 104 cells were seeded per well
in a 96-well plate the day before transfection. The cells
were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen)
following the manufacturer’s instructions, with 100 ng of
pMIR-Report (Invitrogen, cat. AM5795) vector bearing
the tested MRE, 5 ng of SV40-Renilla and either 105 nM
of AllStars negative control siRNA (Qiagen, cat.1027280)
or 50 nM of miRNA mimic, plus 55 nM of control siRNA
or 50 nM of miRNA mimic, plus 45 nM of Pum1
siRNA (Ambion, cat.138317) and 10 nM of Pum2
siRNA (Ambion, cat. s23672). Firefly luciferase activity
was assayed after 24 h using the Dual Luciferase
Reporter Assay System (Promega, cat.E1910) and was
normalized over the Renilla intensity.
Protein extraction and western blot
Approximately 1 106 cells were scraped in 1ml of cold
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and centrifuged for 50 at
1000g; then, cell pellets were resuspended in 200 ml of cold
F-Buffer [10mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.0), 50mMNaCl, 30mM
Sodium Pyrophosphate, 50mM Sodium Fluoride and
5 mM ZnCl2]. Cells were subjected to three cycles of son-
ication (3000 ON, 3000 OFF, High) and then stored on ice
for 100. Cell extract was then centrifuged for 100 at 14 000g,
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and the pellet was discarded. PUM1 and PUM2 were
revealed by western blot using Pumilio AbVantage Pack
antibodies (A310-056A, Bethyl Laboratories).
RNA immunoprecipitation
Approximately 3 107 cells were scraped in 5ml of cold
PBS and were centrifuged for 50 at 1000g. Cells were
resuspended in cold Polysomal Lysis Buffer [10mM
HEPES (pH 7.0), 100mM KCl, 5mM MgCl2, 25mM
EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 2mM DTT, 50U/ml Rnase OUT
and 50U/ml Superase IN] and stored on wheel at 4C
for 300. Cells were then centrifuged for 100 at 14 000g,
and the supernatant was recovered. A total of 60 ml of
protein G beads were added per ml of extract and were
stored on wheel at 4C for 1 h to perform pre-clearing. The
lysate was then recovered from the beads and incubated
with 5 mg of IgG, PUM1 or PUM2 antibodies (A310-
056A, Bethyl Laboratories) for 16 h on wheel at 4C.
The next day, 25 ml of protein G beads saturated for
16 h in PBS+BSA (1%) was added to the lysate and
stored on wheel for 2 h at 4C. Once recovered, the
beads were washed four times with cold PLB. To elute
the RNA, 1ml of TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) was
added directly to the beads and left on wheel at RT for 200.
Microarray
HEK293 cells were transfected with either 105 nM of
AllStars negative control siRNA (Qiagen, cat.1027280)
or 50 nM of miR-297 mimic (Qiagen, cat. MSY0004450)
plus 55 nM of control siRNA or 50 nM of miR-297 mimic,
plus 45 nM of Pum1 siRNA (Ambion, cat.138317) and
10 nM of Pum2 siRNA (Ambion, cat. s23672). A total
RNA extraction was performed using Trizol reagent
(Invitrogen), and sample quality control was performed
with Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Detection was performed
using Human HT-12 v4 Expression BeadChip (Illumina)
on an Illumina HiScanSQ platform.
Microarray analysis was performed with Illumina
GenomeStudio software. Briefly, signals were quantile
normalized and background adjusted; then, probes with
P< 0.05 were classified as present (P), probes with
P-values between 0.05 and 0.065 were classified as
marginal (M), and probes with a P-value under 0.065
were classified as absent (A). For downstream analysis,
we kept only the genes that were classified as present in
at least one condition or those that were classified as
marginal in at least two conditions. Moreover, we
selected only those genes that had a perfect 7–8mer seed-
match for miR-297, which were considered to avoid side
effects and to somehow allow a reasonable comparison
with other prediction algorithms. Moreover, three
analysis data sets were defined after clustering, as
follows: [i] PUM-independent cluster composed of genes
with FC0.5 in both miR-297 and miR-297 plus
PUM1/2 double knockdown transfections versus
control; [ii] PUM-dependent cluster composed of genes
with FC0.5 in miR-297 transfection versus control
and FC 0.5 in miR-297 plus PUM1/2 double
knockdown versus miR-297 alone; and [iii] Non-regulated
cluster composed of expressed genes that had at least one
miR-297 perfect seed-match, which did not exhibit signifi-
cant expression change.
Heatmap and clustering of microarray data was per-
formed using the R package (v2.14.1).
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen). Real-time PCR was performed using the
SuperScript III Platinum One-Step Quantitative RT-
PCR System (Invitrogen, cat.11732-020) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. The complete list of the
primers that were used is provided in the Supplementary
Table S7.
Analysis of miR-297 target accessibilities
For each cluster of genes from the microarray, we
computed an overall accessibility as follows. First, we
scanned the entire 30-UTR sequence of each gene for
possible 7–8mer matches; then, the accessibility for each
seed-match was computed as the difference between the
free energy 30-UTR’s structures ensemble and the free
energy of the 30-UTR in which a constraint was imposed
to make the positions 15 nt upstream and 3 nt downstream
of the seed-match unpaired. For genes that had more than
one seed-match, we averaged the accessibility of each
possible target. The same calculation was iterated using
different window sizes (100, 250, 500 and 750 nt around
the predicted seed-match), and the overall accessibility
was obtained by averaging the Gaccess calculated over
the different windows. This approximation allows us to
minimize the error that is introduced by the employment
of arbitrary window sizes.
Algorithm description and implementation
Given a miRNA sequence, the algorithm extracts the first
8 nt positions at the 50 side (seed±1nt) and computes the
reverse complement. Starting from this template, the fol-
lowing possible seed-matches are generated (Sup-
plementary Figure S4): (i) 8-mer (perfect pairing to
positions 1–8); (ii) 8mer-A1 (perfect pairing to positions
2–8, plus an unpaired A at position 1 of the MRE); (iii)
7mer-m8 (perfect pairing to positions 2–8); (iv)7mer-A1
(perfect pairing to positions 2–7, plus an unpaired A at
position 1 of the MRE); (v) 6mer (6 contiguous bases
paired starting either at positions 1, 2 or 3); (vi) 5mer
(5 contiguous bases paired starting either at positions 1,
2 or 3); (vii) 4mer (4 contiguous bases paired starting
either at positions 2 or 3); (viii) G:U wobble (7 contiguous
bases paired, allowing for 1 or 2 G:U wobbles); (ix) Target
bulge (1 nt of the MRE forms a bulge and does not take
part in the duplex nucleation), (x) Seed bulge (1 nt of the
seed forms a bulge and does not take part in the duplex
nucleation); and (xi) Mismatch (1 nt of the seed is not
complementary to its corresponding base in the MRE).
Once identified, the algorithm extracts a window of
200 nt (where possible) that are centered on the seed-
match and computes the regional Gaccess. If the accessi-
bility cost exceeds the threshold value (default: 10 kcal/
mol), a positional weight matrix (PWM) is used to locate
possible PRE motifs within the same window. Any site
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that resides within an inaccessible region that lacks a
nearby PRE motif is discarded. For each of the remaining
sites, the algorithm performs a thermodynamic simulation
of the miRNA–MRE pairing using a two-step model
composed of a first nucleation step at the seed level
followed by propagation of the duplex pairing toward its
30-end. First, it extracts a region of n – m nucleotides
upstream of the seed-match, where n is the length of the
miRNA and m is the length of the seed match, and then, it
computes the duplex minimum free energy under the con-
straints imposed by the seed. Any structure that is not
compliant with these constraints is discarded. The same
calculation is then iterated 35 – n times, and the structure
with both the minimum Gduplex and the overall system’s
free energy is selected. The value of 35 nt was chosen
because the longest mirRNA–MRE interaction identified
so far extends for 35 nt (33,34).
Next, miRNA-mRNA duplexes are filtered according to
different Gduplex cut-off values on the basis of their seed-
match class (Gperfect for perfect 7–8mer sites, and
Gimperfect for imperfect sites with fewer than 7 bases
paired in the seed). Whole genome prediction for a given
miRNA takes about 15min.
Implementation
MREdictor can be run online on user-provided data on
the HuGeF website (http://mredictor.hugef-research.org).
RESULTS
MREs with nearby PREs tend to reside within
inaccessible contexts
To determine the features that significantly contribute to
miRNA-mediated repression, we first created a data set of
literature-validated miRNA–MRE interactions
(Supplementary Table S1) that was composed of func-
tional (positive data set) and non-functional (negative
data set) interactions. We then calculated the correlation
of MRE effectiveness to previously described features
such as duplex free energy (Gduplex), duplex loop
position and class(13,32), target site accessibility
(Gaccess) (10,12,14,15), seed-match accessibility
(Gseed) (16,17,35), free energy gain (G) (10) and
local AU content (13). To reduce possible bias, we built
the training data set to include human and mouse
validated interactions, with both perfect and imperfect
seed-matches. To unambiguously compute the features
that depend on the surrounding context of MRE, we
picked sites that reside at least 100 nt away from the
30-UTR boundaries.
In agreement with previous studies (10,12,13), target site
accessibility and local AU content exhibited a higher cor-
relation between the examined features (Figure 1A,
r=0.34 for AU content, r=0.43 for Gaccess,
Matthews correlation coefficient) because they stratified
well the data set between the functional and non-func-
tional sites (Figure 1B, P-value: 2.95e-9 for Gaccess,
P-value: 1.26e-7 for AU content). However, 20% of
the interactions that were functional in our data set were
located within poorly accessible contexts. Although a
small fraction of these sites could be FP, the majority of
these sites were validated by western blot analysis or by
using the whole 30-UTR for the luciferase assay, ruling out
the possibility of experimental bias, thus suggesting that
other determinants are involved in the functionality of
these sites. As RNA-binding proteins binding to their
cognate target can influence the miRNA targeting to
MRE (14,15,18), we extracted a window of 100 nt
around the seed-match of the functional MRE that was
classified as not accessible and performed discriminative
motif-discovery using the MEME algorithm (36). This
analysis showed enrichment for the motif TGTANATA
surrounding the MRE (Figure 1C, e-value: 1.2e-22), which
belongs to the recognition element of the family of
Pumilio RNA-binding proteins. On the basis of these
results, we classified the functional MRE for its presence
within the surrounding sequences of the identified motif.
This classification stratified well the positive data set in
both the accessible and inaccessible sites (Figure 1D,
P-value: 1.55e-6). Notably, the coupling of the target site
accessibility with the presence of a nearby PRE showed a
marked increase in the correlation to MRE effectiveness
that was achieved (r=0.78, Matthews correlation
coefficient).
In human, the Pumilio family presents two members,
PUM1 and PUM2, which are ubiquitously expressed
across all tissues and developmental stages (2,4,37)
(Supplementary Figure S1A).
To exclude the possibility that our observations were
caused by a bias that was introduced during the data set
construction, we investigated, genome-wide, the involve-
ment of Pumilio proteins in the regulation of miRNA
accessibility. To this end, we downloaded the 30-UTR se-
quences for all human RefSeq genes from UTRdb (8,26)
and calculated the fraction of perfect seed-matches for
each conserved miRNA family that resided within 50 nt
from a PRE motif. Next, we selected the top PRE-
associated miRNA families and evaluated the local
accessibility for any possible seed-match. This analysis
showed a strong preference for the sites that fall in the
proximity of a PRE to reside within more thermodynam-
ically inaccessible regions when compared with the sites
that lack a nearby PRE (Figure 1E, P-value: 1.0e-39).
Then, we computed the ensemble of the possible
minimum free energy structures for a 100 nt window
centered on the predicted MRE, and we calculated the
probability that each base of the seed-match was already
engaged in a bond within the local 30-UTR’s secondary
structure. The probability of finding a seed-match base
that was in an unpaired state and that was, therefore,
competent to achieve miRNA-MRE duplex nucleation
was significantly lower for the sites with a nearby PRE
motif (Figure 1F). Similar results were obtained when per-
forming the same analysis in mouse and fly
(Supplementary Figure S1B and C). Overall, in human,
the Pumilio-dependent MREs are predicted to be 4.38%
of the inaccessible sites (Supplementary Figure S1D).
Taken together, these results suggest that a regulation of
miRNA targeting by Pumilio proteins is general and
highly conserved.
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An algorithm that accounts for both structural and
contextual features outperforms state-of-the-art methods
Next, we incorporated the aforementioned findings into a
computational method, called MREdictor (Figure 2), to
search for MRE for a given miRNA within 30-UTR
sequences. Our algorithm models the miRNA–MRE inter-
action by considering the presence of Pumilio-binding
elements to assess the actual accessibility of the MRE.
For each possible seed-match, the local accessibility is
evaluated, as previously described (11,10), over a window
of 200 nt centered on the seed-match. For the sites that
reside within inaccessible regions (Gaccess<10 kcal/
mol), MREdictor scans the window for possible PRE
motifs by using a PWM derived from available PUM2
PAR-CLIP (38) data (Supplementary Table S2), to
identify PRE sites in the proximity of the MRE.
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Figure 1. PRE is enriched in validated and predicted thermodinamically inaccessible regions. (A) Correlation of different features to miRNA binding
effectiveness measured on the training dataset. Local target accessibility (Gaccess) and AU content exhibit the greatest correlation. (B) Cumulative
frequency plots show that functional targets (positive data set) are more likely to reside within 30-UTR regions with a higher AU content, and that
there is higher target accessibility with respect to non-functional targets (negative data set). P-values are given by Welch’s t-test. (C) Motif discovery
analysis performed using MEME shows an enrichment for the PRE motif belonging to the Pumilio family proteins (e-value: 1.2e-22). Top enriched
mRNA bearing PRE motifs are shown. (D) Presence of the PRE motif well stratifies the functional interactions between highly accessible and poorly
accessible targets. The P-value is given by Welch’s t-test. (E) Cumulative frequency plot of top 20 PRE-associated human miRNA families. Seed-
matches with nearby PRE motifs are enriched within poorly accessible regions with respect to those lacking a close PRE. The P-value is given by the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. (F) The base probability of the seed-match positions for the top 20 PRE-associated miRNA families in human. Sites with
nearby PRE motifs exhibit a higher probability of being already engaged in a bond within the local 30-UTR secondary structure. Positions m8 to m1
are paired, respectively, to miRNA’s seed positions 1–8. P-values per base are given by a Chi-Squared test.
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Seed-matches passing these preliminary filtering steps
are then subjected to a duplex formation simulation and
are subsequently filtered according to their duplex free
energy (Gduplex). This filtering step is crucial and must
account for the type of MRE. It is well accepted that a
perfect seed-match is sufficient for productive pairing of
the miRNA to its target, whereas an imperfect seed-match
requires an extended compensatory pairing of the 30 tail of
the miRNA (7,9,13,39). Therefore, the use of a single
threshold energy value to filter any MRE is incorrect
because imperfect seed-matched sites require an extended
30 pairing and will have a lower duplex free energy
compared with the perfect matches. To account for this
consideration, MREdictor uses different threshold values
for duplexes that have at least seven consecutive bases
paired in the seed or less than seven bases paired in the
seed.
Moreover, the pairing between miRNA and its cognate
MRE is a two-step process that starts from the seed-match
and extends to the miRNA 30-end. Structural evidence
shows that the miRNA 50-end is anchored in a solvent-
accessible binding pocket within the MID domain of Ago
proteins, whereas the 30-end is solvent inaccessible and
locked in a binding pocket of the PAZ domain
(1,3,5,6,10,12). Binding of the miRNA 50-end to its
cognate mRNA leads to a conformational change, with
the subsequent release of its 30-end from the PAZ domain
leading to a productive pairing.
To account for this mechanism, instead of using the
Smith–Waterman approach (13,40,41), which maximizes
only the interactions between the miRNA and MRE,
MREdictor simulates the duplex formation as a two-step
reaction of duplex nucleation at the seed level with pro-
gressive pairing under the constraints imposed by the seed
(Figure 3). Compared with the Smith–Waterman
approach, this method considers the seed-constraint com-
pliant structure, which minimizes both the duplex free
energy and the free energy of the MRE rearranged to
interact with the miRNA and maximizes the duplex
bonds.
MREdictor identifies the miRNA–mRNA interactions in
poorly accessible regions and at non-canonical targets
To assess the accuracy of MREdictor, we first created a
test data set that was composed of 106 functional and 106
non-functional experimentally validated MREs from indi-
vidual studies (Supplementary Table S3). Compared with
state-of-the-art prediction algorithms (10,13–15,40),
MREdictor correctly predicts a larger fraction of the func-
tional sites and has the highest accuracy (ACC=0.9;
Figure 4A). To further test its ability to predict novel
putative targets, we performed a whole-genome scan of
human and mouse 30-UTR and randomly picked two
non-canonical MREs, which were not predicted by other
algorithms. Hsa-miR-122* and mmu-miR-667*, two non-
conserved miRNAs, were predicted by MREdictor to
target, respectively, REST and Sirt1 on two non-
conserved MREs; the interactions lacked perfect seed-
pairing, bearing, respectively, a mismatch plus a G:U
Figure 2. Schematic representation of MREdictor’s pipeline. Given a target to test and a miRNA, MREdictor obtains sequences for the 30-UTR
from UTRdb and for the miRNA from miRBase. For every possible seed-match, the local accessibility is evaluated, and regions exceeding the
Gaccess energy cost of 10 kcal/mol are subjected to a Positional Weight Matrix scan for possible PRE motifs. If no PRE is discovered, the site is
discarded. Sites that pass this first filtering step are then subjected to a simulation of duplex formation and are filtered according to their free energy
(Gduplex).
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wobble or two consecutive G:U wobbles at the seed level
(Figure 4B).
For each MRE, a window of 200 nt centered on the
seed-match was cloned downstream of a firefly luciferase
reporter and was cotransfected in HEK293 along with the
cognate miRNA or a negative control. For both sites
analyzed, we observed a significant repression of the
reporter with respect to the controls (Figure 4C).
Although MREdictor identified also a perfect seed-
matched MRE for mmu-miR-667* on Sirt1 mRNA
(located 475 nt downstream of the imperfect site), it was
not included in the firefly luciferase construct as we here
aimed to measure only the functionality of the predicted
imperfect seed-matched site.
Next, we tested the potentiality of MREdictor to predict
sites that were dependent on Pumilio proteins binding. To
this end, we recomputed the association of each miRNA
family to the PRE motif, accounting for the local accessi-
bility (Supplementary Table S4). We then selected an
extremely poorly accessible region within the DDX58
A
B
Figure 3. Two step calculation of miRNA-MRE pairing. (A) Two-step model of the miRNA–mRNA interaction. (B) Comparison of a Smith–
Waterman-like approach and the MREdictor method for miRNA-MRE duplex modeling, which consist of the nucleation of the miRNA-MRE
duplex at the seed level followed by an extended 30-end pairing (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section), applied to a well-known worm MRE. Previous
studies have shown that, in Caenorhabditis elegans, the lin-4 miRNA can target lin-14, forming a bulged structure within lin-14 30-UTR (25,33,34). A
Smith–Waterman-like approach tends to maximize only the number of interactions between the miRNA and the target, minimizing the number of
gaps and the extension of the gaps; thus, it fails to correctly predict the duplex secondary structure and underestimates the duplex free energy.
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30-UTR (Figure 5A, Gaccess=20.75 kcal/mol), which
was predicted to be bound by both hsa-miR-297, one of
the top PRE-associated miRNA families (P-value: 4.46e-
06) and hsa-miR-410 (P-value: 6.46e-04; Figure 5B).
HEK293 were cotransfected with a luciferase reporter
bearing the DDX58 30-UTR window together with the
cognate miRNA or a negative control. For both sites,
we observed a significant downregulation of the reporter’s
activity with respect to the control (Figure 5C). The co-
transfection of the two miRNAs together showed
increased repression, which suggested a cooperative
action of the two MREs. Next, we verified the dependency
of the two sites on Pumilio protein binding. In HEK293,
PUM1 is the most abundant Pumilio family member;
however, we observed an increase in the PUM2 levels
when performing the single knockdown of PUM1
(Supplementary Figure S2A and B). This mutual regula-
tion, together with the previously reported observation
that a large fraction of PUM1-bound mRNAs are also
PUM2 targets (16,17,24), suggests that these two
proteins have redundant functions. Therefore, we per-
formed the knockdown of both members (Figure 5D).
PUM1/2 double knockdown almost completely abolished
the effect of hsa-miR-410 and hsa-miR-297 on DDX58
30-UTR (Figure 5C).
Pumilio proteins are necessary for miRNA-mediated
repression at thermodynamically inaccessible sites
It is a widely accepted assumption that miRNAs can de-
termine downregulation of their targets by triggering
mRNA degradation (11,18,42). To verify that we
observed a general phenomenon, we analyzed the role of
Pumilio proteins in the positive regulation of miRNA-
mediated repression by microarray analysis on HEK293
transfected either with a negative control, hsa-miR-297 or
A
B C
Figure 4. Validation of MREdictor method. (A) Comparison of standard performance measures of state-of-the-art algorithms and MREdictor.
(B) Schematic representation of two non-canonical MREs predicted by MREdictor but not by other tools, in the absence of a perfect seed-match.
Hsa-miR-122* was predicted to target REST (Gduplex=20.9 kcal/mol), whereas mmu-miR-667* was predicted to target Sirt1
(Gduplex=34.7 kcal/mol). (C) Dual luciferase assay validation of the two predicted MREs. Data are averaged over four replicates, and error
bars are given for S.Ds.
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AB
C
D
Figure 5. Validation of PUM-dependent sites predicted by MREdictor. (A) Accessibility plot of a DDX58 30-UTR window containing two MREs
for miR-297 and miR-410, which are predicted to be dependent on Pumilio proteins binding to their cognate PRE motif. (B) Schematic represen-
tation of the two MREs, as predicted by MREdictor. (C) Dual luciferase assay validation of the two predicted MREs within DDX58 30-UTR. Data
are averaged over four replicates, and error bars are given for S.Ds. (D) RT-qPCR analysis and western blot of HEK293 FT cells transfected either
with a negative control or two siRNAs targeting PUM1 and PUM2.
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hsa-miR-297 along with PUM1/2 double knockdown
(Supplementary Table S5). Although this method under-
estimates the actual number of true targets, as miRNA
that affect translational inhibition without affecting
RNA stability are not considered by this assay, it
provides a good approximation to estimate the Pumilio
function on miRNA targeting. The results were then clus-
tered according to the gene expression relative to the
control. This analysis revealed two main clusters of tran-
scripts regulated by miR-297 (Figure 6A). A first cluster
was composed of genes whose downregulation was not
significantly affected by PUM1/2 knockdown (PUM-inde-
pendent cluster). A second cluster was composed of genes
whose downregulation was significantly reduced or com-
pletely abolished by PUM1/2 knockdown (PUM-depend-
ent cluster).
The unbiased de novo motif discovery performed on the
30-UTR sequences of the PUM-independent cluster’s
genes showed enrichment for the miR-297 seed-match
motif CATACA (e-value: 5.6e-31). The genes of the
PUM-dependent cluster, in addition to the seed-match
motif, also showed enrichment for the PRE motif
(e-value: 6.1e-47). We then focused our attention on a
subset of 222 genes from both clusters that bear at least
one perfect 7–8mer match for miR-297 within their
30-UTRs. Computation of local accessibility for each
MRE showed that the predicted sites for the PUM-de-
pendent data set exhibited a strong preference for
residing within poorly accessible regions compared with
the PUM-independent data set (Figure 6B, P-value:
8.512e-3). Notably, a third cluster of 402 genes that did
not exhibit any significant downregulation following miR-
297 (although they had a perfect 7–8mer seed-match)
showed a similar preference (Non-regulated cluster,
P-value: 6.616e-3). This finding suggests that Pumilio
proteins are necessary to disrupt local stable secondary
structures within the mRNA. We validated our findings
by RT-qPCR on a selected group of genes that were cor-
rectly predicted by MREdictor as being either PUM-de-
pendent or PUM-independent (Figure 6C). We observed
that PUM1/2 double knockdown totally abolished the
miR-297 mediated repression of the KATNBL1
(C15ORF29), ELL2, EMR2 and DDX58 genes, which
belong to the PUM-dependent cluster, whereas the expres-
sion of PDE5A was rescued only partially, which is con-
sistent with the presence of two PUM-independent sites
within its 30-UTR in addition to one PUM-dependent site.
RNA immunoprecipitation assay confirmed that all of the
PUM-dependent transcripts are actually bound by PUM1
and PUM2 (Supplementary Figure S3). Interestingly,
PUM proteins also bind to some of the PUM-independent
transcripts. In these cases, however, PUM silencing did
not affect the miR-297-mediated repression, which
demonstrated that the effect observed on the PUM-de-
pendent transcripts is not due to other known RNA
decay functions of Pumilio proteins (19,43).
Finally, we attempted to determine how many of the
sites exhibiting a significant downregulation from micro-
array analysis were correctly recovered by MREdictor,
compared with other miRNA target prediction algorithms
(10,13,20,40). To this end, we computed whole-genome
predictions for miR-297 (Supplementary Table S6).
MREdictor predicted 254 targets for miR-297 in
HEK293 cells. Of the 222 genes that resulted to be
downregulated by microarray analysis, 181 sites were cor-
rectly predicted by MREdictor. Approximately 55% of
these genes were not identified by other tools (Figure 6D
and Supplementary Figure S3C). Furthermore, we used
the cluster of the non-regulated genes as a negative data
set and computed standard performance measures for
MREdictor (Figure 6E and Supplementary Figure S3D)
(30,44–46). Remarkably, our method outperformed
existing tools, obtaining the highest overall accuracy
(ACC=0.81) and correctly predicted the dependence on
Pumilio binding of 3.6% of the identified MREs.
DISCUSSION
It has been recently shown that, beyond the canonical
determinants of miRNA pairings to their cognate
targets, RNA-binding proteins play a key role in
regulating the effectiveness of this regulation. Kedde and
colleagues (16,21–23) demonstrated that Pumilio proteins
favor the miR-221/222-mediated repression of p27 in
mammalian cells by increasing the MRE accessibility. By
the analysis of previously validated miRNA targets and by
whole-genome analysis of seed-match sequences, we have
observed that MREs with nearby Pumilio-binding sites
reside preferentially within 30-UTR less accessible
contexts. We further demonstrated, by luciferase and
gene expression analysis, that Pumilio proteins are
required for miRNA-mediated repression of targets that
reside within stable secondary structures.
We have developed a computational tool that accounts
for the target’s accessibility and the presence of nearby
PRE motifs as well as the actual two-step mechanism of
pairing between the miRNA and the MRE.
Our analysis, in agreement with previous studies
(10,13,24), showed that target accessibility, which is
reflected by the local higher AU content, is a major deter-
minant of miRNA regulation efficacy. However, this
result alone cannot explain why many previously validated
functional targets reside within poorly accessible contexts.
Motif discovery analysis, performed on data sets of
previously validated sites, showed that the PRE motif,
belonging to the highly conserved family of Pumilio
RNA-binding proteins, is highly enriched in the proximity
of functional validated targets, which are predicted to be
thermodynamically inaccessible. Whole-genome analysis
confirmed that PRE is enriched around miRNA predicted
seed-match sequences, which reside within locally stable
secondary structures (examples are shown in
Supplementary Figure S5) not only in humans but also
in mouse and drosophila, which suggests a conserved
widespread mechanism of action of PUM proteins.
Furthermore, we took advantage of high-throughput
microarray analysis to demonstrate that, in the absence
of Pumilio proteins, miRNA-mediated repression is abol-
ished on MRE residing on low accessibility regions.
A good miRNA targets prediction tool should be able
to identify the larger number of bona fide MREs for a
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given miRNA while keeping the false-discovery rate as
low as possible. Our method fulfills these criteria in
terms of the overall accuracy because it correctly
recovers a higher fraction of the sites when compared
with other methods. The strength of this algorithm can
be explained by the fact that it finds targets independently
from phylogenetic conservation, it models more accurately
the actual miRNA–MRE interaction, and it allows us to
include in the analysis 30UTR less-accessible regions. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that a computational
tool accounts for the contribution of RNA-binding
proteins for miRNA targeting prediction.
In summary, our software outperforms existing state-of-
the-art methods in predicting previously validated targets
and successfully predicts new canonical as well as non-ca-
nonical targets. It is already known that other RNA-
binding proteins participate to the regulation of miRNA
function (14,15) and many other could be discovered.
Once the molecular mechanism of action of these
proteins will be characterized and their binding motifs
will be defined, they could be introduced into predictive
algorithms.
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